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Summary

From moment to moment, we perceive objects in the world

as continuous despite fluctuations in their image properties
due to factors like occlusion, visual noise, and eye move-

ments. The mechanism by which the visual system accom-
plishes this object continuity remains elusive. Recent

results have demonstrated that the perception of low-level
stimulus features such as orientation and numerosity is

systematically biased (i.e., pulled) toward visual input from
the recent past [1, 2]. The spatial region over which current

orientations are pulled by previous orientations is known
as the continuity field, which is temporally tuned for the

past 10–15 s [1]. This perceptual pull could contribute to
the visual stability of low-level features over short time

periods, but it does not address how visual stability occurs
at the level of object identity. Here, we tested whether the

visual system facilitates stable perception by biasing cur-

rent perception of a face, a complex and behaviorally rele-
vant object, toward recently seen faces. We found that

perception of face identity is systematically biased toward
identities seen up to several seconds prior, even across

changes in viewpoint. This effect did not depend on sub-
jects’ prior responses or on the method used to measure

identity perception. Although this bias in perceived identity
manifests as a misperception, it is adaptive: visual process-

ing echoes the stability of objects in the world to create
perceptual continuity. The serial dependence of identity

perception promotes object identity invariance over time
and provides the clearest evidence for the existence of an

object-selective perceptual continuity field.
Results

Experiment 1A: Serial Dependence of Perceived

Face Identity
We presented a random series of faces drawn from an identity
morph continuum (see Figure S1A available online) and mea-
sured the perceived identity of each face using a method
of adjustment (MOA) task. On each trial, a random target
face was presented followed by a test screen containing a
randomadjustment face, which subjectsmatched to the target
face using a continuous identity morph wheel (Figures 1A and
S1A). ‘‘Target face’’ denotes the face that subjects tried to
*Correspondence: alinal@berkeley.edu
match, ‘‘adjustment face’’ denotes the randomly selected
starting point for matching the target, and ‘‘match face’’ de-
notes the face that subjects selected as most similar to the
target face.
Perceptual error was calculated as the shortest distance

along the morph wheel between the match and target faces.
Each subject’s error on the current trial was compared to the
difference in target face identities between the current and
previous trial (Figure 1B). We fit a simplified derivative-of-
Gaussian (DoG) to each subject’s data and calculated p values
using permutation analysis (Figure 1B; see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). All subjects displayed a positive
DoG half-amplitude, indicating that perceived identity on a
given trial was significantly pulled in the direction of identities
presented in the previous trial (p < 0.01, n = 5, group permuted
null) (Figure 1C). The largest attraction of perceived identity
occurred when the one-back target face was, on average,
624.5 morph frames away from the current target face, which
resulted in an average perceptual pull toward the one-back
face of 63.5 face morph frames. The full amplitude of the
effect was therefore 7 face morph steps, indicating that the
current face appeared pulled toward the previous face by
over 1.5 times the just-noticeable difference (see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures). No subject showed a signif-
icant influence of faces seen two trials back, which may reflect
a narrow temporal window over which identity serial depen-
dence occurs. Average response time (RT) across subjects
was 4,2506 2,168 ms; the one-back face occurred on average
w7,500 ms prior to the current trial face. Perceived face iden-
tity was therefore strongly attracted toward the identity of a
random target face seen more than 7 s prior.

Experiment 1B: Serial Dependence without Previous
Responses

To control for potential biases caused by prior responses or
adjustment stimuli, four subjects completed a variation of
experiment 1A in which they did not respond on a randomly
selected 50% of trials. During these surprise ‘‘no response’’
trials, subjects saw the target face followed by a 2,000 ms
blank screen before beginning the next trial. We analyzed
the subset of trials in experiment 1B with no response on
the one-back trial and fit a DoG to each subject’s data. All
subjects had a positive DoG half-amplitude (p < 0.01, n = 4,
group permuted null) (Figure 1D), indicating that subject re-
sponses per se are not necessary for the serial dependence
of perceived identity. Nonetheless, the process of responding
and attending to the stimulus may play an important role in
serial dependence. Two participants showed a two-back serial
dependence effect (p < 0.05, n = 2, permuted null), potentially
due to the shorter time between current and one-back target
faces with no response. The one-back target face occurred
3,250 ms prior to the current target face when no response
was required on the one-back trial.

Experiment 2: Serial Dependence of Face Perception

Using Constant Stimuli
Experiments 1A and 1B demonstrated that perception of face
identity is pulled toward recently seen identities, a mispercep-
tion that could facilitate stable face identity perception over
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Figure 1. Experiment 1 Trial Sequence and

Results

(A) Trial sequence for the method of adjustment

(MOA) task in experiment 1. On each trial, a

randomly selected target face was presented for

750 ms, followed by a 1,000 ms noise mask of

black and white pixels to reduce afterimages

and a 250 ms fixation cross. Subjects then saw a

test screen containing a random adjustment

face, which they modified by scrolling through

the continuous identity wheel to match the target

face (see Figure S1A).

(B) Example data from subject 4, with each data

point showing performance on one trial. In units

of face morph steps, the x axis is the shortest

distance along the morph wheel between the

current and one-back target face (one-back

target face 2 current target face), and the y axis

is the shortest distance along the morph wheel

between the selected match face and target

face (match face – current target face). Positive

x axis values indicate that the one-back target

face was clockwise on the face morph wheel rela-

tive to the current target face, and positive y axis

values indicate that the current match face was

also clockwise relative to the current target face

(Figure S1A). The running average (dashed line)

reveals a clear trend in the data, which followed

a derivative-of-Gaussian (DoG) shape (model fit

depicted as solid line).

(C) Half-amplitude of the serial dependence

for each subject in experiment 1A. Error bars

are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals, and p value is based on group permuted null distribution. Additional experiments show that memory

confusions cannot fully explain our pattern of results (see Figure S2).

(D) Half-amplitude of the serial dependence for each subject in experiment 1B for trials with no one-back response. Sequential effects have been known

to influence subjects’ responses by introducing dependencies between current and previous trial decisions [3–6]. However, these results are not due entirely

to sequential decision biases, since we observed serially dependent perception without a one-back response. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence

intervals, and p value is based on group permuted null distribution.
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time. In experiment 2, we used a two-interval forced choice
(2IFC) design to determine whether serial dependence altered
perception independent of response method. This experiment
also had the benefit of reducing response time and the number
of intervening stimuli seen during the response period.

The faces used in this experiment were a subset of those
used in experiment 1, including original face A (#1), original
face B (#50), and the 48 face morphs in between (Figure S1A).
Before the experiment, subjects were trained to recognize
faces A and B (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Immediately after training, participantswere shownsequences
of two faces per trial and judged which of the two faces looked
more similar to face A (Figure 2A). The initial face presented
in each trial, ‘‘first face,’’ was presented for 1,000 ms. The
following face, ‘‘second face,’’ was presented for 500 ms and
differed randomly from the first face by 612, 66, or 0 face
morph steps (Figure S1B). Since subjects saw the first face
for twice as long as the second face, we expected the one-
back first face to have a stronger pull on the perception of the
subsequent trial’s first face.

Trials for which the one-back first face was comparatively
closer to face A along the morph continuum were labeled
‘‘A-previous,’’ and trials for which the one-back first face was
comparatively more similar to face B were labeled ‘‘B-previ-
ous.’’ Each subject saw an equal number of A-previous and
B-previous trials, but presentation order was shuffled. We
fit separate logistic functions to A-previous and B-previous
trials and calculated the slope and point of subject equality
(PSE) for each logistic curve fit (Figures 2B and S3A; see also
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We also fit several
lagged logistic regression models to the data to sequentially
examine the influence of each previously seen face.
If the one-back first face pulled perception of the current

trial’s first face more than the second face, then there should
be a leftward displacement of the A-previous logistic curve
relative to the B-previous curve (a significant difference in
the PSE (b) parameter). A leftward shift in PSE would indicate
that the presentation of a relatively more A-like one-back first
face altered subjects’ perception such that the current first
face actually appearedmore A-like. However, if subjects’ iden-
tity perception was repelled or not influenced by previously
viewed faces, we would observe a rightward displacement of
the A-previous curve relative to the B-previous curve, or no
displacement at all. We assessed the significance of each
subject’s PSE shift using a permutation test to calculate a
null distribution of PSE differences (see Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures).
We found a significant leftward shift of the A-previous curve

(p < 0.001, permutated null distribution, n = 6) (Figure 2C), with
4 of the 5 subjects showing a significant shift (each p < 0.001,
permuted null distribution; see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures) (Figure S3A). For A-previous trials, subjects
were more likely to perceive the current trial first face than
the second face as A-like since the current and one-back first
face were closer together in time and presented for twice as
long. Average response time across all subjects was 435 6
205 ms (n = 6); the one-back first face occurred w5,685 ms
prior to the current first face. We found no consistent slope
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Figure 2. Experiment 2 Trial Sequence and

Results

(A) Trial sequence for 2IFC task in experiment 2.

For each trial, the first face was presented for

1,000 ms, followed by a 1,000 ms noise mask

and 250 ms fixation cross. Subjects saw the

second face for 500 ms and judged whether the

first face (press ‘‘1’’) or second face (press ‘‘2’’)

looked more like original face A. Trial type was

determined by comparing the position in the

morph continuum of the current trial first face

to that of the one-back trial first face. If the one-

back first face was closer to original face A along

the morph continuum, the trial was labeled an

‘‘A-previous’’ trial. Faces are shown here without

added noise.

(B) Example psychometric functions for subject

3. The abscissa shows the difference in the

identity of the first face relative to the second

face in the current trial. Trials that fell in bins

212 and 26 had a first face that was more

B-like relative to the second face, trials in the

0 bin had identical first and second faces, and

trials in the +6 and +12 bin had a first face that

was more A-like relative to the second face. The

ordinate shows the proportion of first faces

on the current trial that were chosen as being

more A-like. The black curve consists of all trials

with one-back first faces that were more ‘‘A’’-like,

and the gray dashed curve consists of all trials

with one-back first faces that were more ‘‘B’’-

like. If the one-back first face positively pulled

subjects’ perception of face identity, then there

should be a leftward horizontal displacement

of the black curve relative to the gray dashed

curve, which is what we found for all subjects

(see Figure S3A).

(C) Point of subject equality (PSE) difference between the black and gray dashed curve for each subject. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence

intervals, and p value is based on group permuted null distribution.
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differences between A-previous and B-previous trials, indi-
cating no difference in sensitivity (permutation test; see Sup-
plemental Experimental Procedures).

To determine whether the one-back second face also
influenced subjects’ perception, we fit several lagged logistic
regression models to each subject’s data and determined
which model best predicted responses. Each successive
model tested whether considering another face further back
in the past explained significantly more variance in responses
compared to a model without that face (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). For 4 of the 5 subjects, the best-
fitting lagged logistic regression model included both the
one-back first and second face (least significant subject:
F2,816 = 11.682, p < 0.0001), indicating that both faces pre-
sented on the previous trial (more than 5 s ago) significantly
biased perception in the present trial.

Experiment 3: Serial Dependence Occurs across
Face Viewpoints

In experiment 3, our goal was to determine whether perceived
identity is serially dependent across different face viewing an-
gles, where basic image features change but identity remains
stable. The procedure for experiment 3 was identical to that of
experiment 2, except subjects were trained on two original
neutral male face identities, face A and face B, within each of
three possible viewpoints (frontal, left, right) (Figure S1C).
Importantly, no two sequential trials contained the same
viewpoint, but the first face and second face within a trial
were always viewed from the same angle (Figure 3A).
Even across different viewpoints, subjects were more likely
to perceive the current target face as A-like if the one-back
target face was more A-like (Figures 3B and S3B). All subjects
showed a leftward displacement of the A-previous curve
relative to the B-previous curve (p < 0.001, permutated null
distribution, n = 6), with 4 of the 6 subjects showing a signifi-
cant shift (each p < 0.05, permuted null distribution) (Figures
3C and S3B). The average RT across subjects was 327 6
174 ms; the one-back target face was seen w5,577 ms prior
to the current target face. There were no significant slope dif-
ferences between A-previous and B-previous psychometric
functions. We also simulated the effect of response hysteresis
(responding the sameway on successive trials) using the exact
trial sequences presented and determined that response hys-
teresis could not cause this serial dependence (Figure S3C).
These results show that serial dependence can operate on
high-level identity representations rather than simply on low-
level features.

Experiment 4: Serial Dependence across Face Viewpoints:
Method of Adjustment

To extend the results of experiment 3, we presented sequential
faces from different viewpoints and measured perceived face
identity using anMOA task identical to that in experiment 1.We
used a new set of female faces with two possible viewpoints
(right- or left-facing profiles), drawn from a circular identity
continuum to avoid any edge effects that might have been pre-
sent in the one-dimensional stimulus arrays in experiment 3
(Figure S1D). Within a trial, the target and adjustment faces
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A Figure 3. Experiment 3 Trial Sequence and

Results

(A) Trial sequence for the 2IFC task in experiment

3. We used grayscale image morphs based on

two original neutral male faces across three

different viewpoints (frontal, left, right), cropped

by an oval to remove hairline (see Figure S1C).

The trial sequence was identical to that of exper-

iment 2, except both one-back trial faces were

always of a different viewpoint relative to current

trial faces. Faces in the figure are shown without

added noise.

(B) Example data from subject 3. The black curve

consists of all trials with one-back first faces that

were more ‘‘A’’-like, and the gray dashed curve

consists of all trials with one-back first faces

that were more ‘‘B’’-like. If the one-back first

face positively pulls subjects’ perception of face

identity, then there should be a leftward hori-

zontal displacement of the black curve relative

to the gray dashed curve, which is what we found

for all subjects (see Figure S3B).

(C) PSE difference for each subject. Error bars

are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals,

and p value is based on group permuted null

distribution.
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were always shown in the same viewpoint, but the viewpoint
differed from one trial to the next (Figure 4A; see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures).

All subjects displayed a positive DoG half-amplitude, indi-
cating that perceived face identity was significantly pulled
toward faces presented one trial ago, even though the one-
back face was always from a different viewpoint (p < 0.02,
n = 5, group permuted null) (Figure 4C). The largest attraction
of perceived identity occurred when the one-back target
face was, on average, 623.1 morph frames away from the
current target face, which resulted in an average perceptual
pull toward the one-back face of62.34morph frames. Average
RT across subjects was 4,508 6 1,928 ms; the one-back
face occurred w7,758 ms prior to the current trial face. There
was no significant difference in serial dependence amplitude
between experiment 4 and experiment 1. The cross-viewpoint
effects in experiment 4 therefore indicate that serial depen-
dence occurs at the level of object-centered perceptual
representations and does not depend on low-level stimulus
features.

Discussion

Our experiments demonstrated that perceived face identity
was pulled by identities encountered 5 or more seconds ago.
This effect did not dependon subjects responding on the previ-
ous trial, and there was no perceptual pull on the current face if
thepreviously seen facewassufficiently different. Todetermine
whether serial dependence operates at the level of identity, our
final two experiments manipulated the viewpoint of the
sequentially presented faces. We found
that identity perception is serially depen-
dent across different face viewpoints,
even without any prior associative
perceptual training [7]. Some existing
models, including Bayesian models of
perceptual dependencies [2] and phy-
siologically motivated population coding
models [1, 8], can produce serially dependent effects, but
importantly, our cross-viewpoint results take these further by
demonstrating that the perceptual continuity field [1] can oper-
ate at the level of object-centered perceptual representations.

History Effects in Perception
Prior studies have shown that perceptual history can shape
current perception, but none predict the existence of a conti-
nuity field [1] tuned for face identity. Priming, negative afteref-
fects, hysteresis, and other phenomena show a type of
perceptual dependence on the recent past yet are distinct
fromour findings. Adaptation studies show that prior exposure
to a variety of stimulus features [9–12] results in a stimulus-
specific negative aftereffect or perceptual repulsion away
from the adapting stimulus (for reviews see [13–15]). Our re-
sults, however, indicate a positive perceptual pull toward the
recent past and are therefore not a result of known forms of
adaptation. Since the serial dependence effect is restricted
to faces seen 3–10 s ago, our experiments do not show a
long-term positive aftereffect, as described in [16]. There is
potentially a small contribution of memory confusion between
the current and one-back face, if subjects sometimes mistak-
enly reported the one-back face in experiments 1 or 4, but
additional control experiments show that memory confusions
are unlikely and cannot account for our pattern of results
(see Figure S2).
Furthermore, our results are not due to typical hysteresis

of near-threshold stimuli [17–19] or stabilization of bistable
stimuli [20–24], since our stimuli are randomly presented
(thus disrupting hysteresis [19]) and are not bistable. Our
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Figure 4. Experiment 4 Trial Sequence and

Results

(A) Trial sequence for theMOA task in experiment

4. A circular morphed continuum of female face

identities was created with two possible view-

points (right- or left-facing profiles) (see Fig-

ure S1D). The identities shown here are similar

to those in the experiment, with permission

obtained for reproduction purposes. Randomly

selected target faces were presented for 750 ms,

followed by a 1,000 ms mask of black and white

pixels. Subjects responded by matching the

adjustment face to the target face. The one-

back trial target face was always from a different

viewpoint relative to the current trial target

face, but the target and adjustment face had the

same viewpoint.

(B) Example data from subject 2, with each dot

showing performance on one trial. In units of

face morph steps, the x axis is the shortest dis-

tance along themorphwheel between the current

and one-back target face, and the y axis is the

shortest distance along the morph wheel be-

tween the selected match face and target face.

The DoG model fit is depicted as a solid line,

and the running average is depicted as a dashed

line.

(C) Half-amplitude of the serial dependence

for each subject in experiment 4. Error bars

are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals,

and p value is based on group permuted null

distribution.
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results may be related to perceptual priming effects [25–29],
but there are important differences. Priming generally occurs
for reaction time [25–27] and, where relevant, can improve
discriminability of primed stimuli [30]. Our results reveal a
counterintuitive reduction in the discriminability of sequential
stimuli due to serial dependence (Figure S3D). Nevertheless,
the possible interaction between priming and serial depen-
dence remains an open question.

Is Serial Dependence in Perception Inevitable?

There are three possible perceptual consequences of prior
exposure to a visual stimulus: a negative aftereffect, com-
plete independence in sequential perception, or positive
serial dependence. Although negative face aftereffects can
emerge following brief adaptation [31, 32], like they some-
times do for basic features [33, 34], serial dependence on
the timescale of our experiments trumped any potential
negative aftereffects.

Complete independence in moment-to-moment perceptual
judgments would theoretically be the most bias-free and
accurate. Given independent temporal noise and estimates
of object identity, a temporal integration mechanism without
serial dependence could better estimate the instantaneous
state of the world compared to one that introduces a
sequential dependence. Our results suggest that the visual
system instead favors perceptual continuity over short pe-
riods of time, at the cost of introducing potential perceptual
biases.
Conclusions

Our results are consistent with a
continuity field [1] yet go significantly
beyond related findings on perceptual
history effects [1, 2, 35] by showing
that the perception of faces, and not just features, is serially
dependent. Thus, the continuity field is object selective, sur-
viving changes in viewpoint, and reflects a mechanism that
produces serially dependent perception of objects for the pur-
pose of visual stability. By recycling previously perceived iden-
tities, the object-selective continuity field decreases the neural
computations necessary for the identification of perceptually
similar objects over time.

Supplemental Information

Supplemental Information includes three figures and Supplemental

Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.09.025.
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Figure S1. (Related to Figure 1, 2, 3, and 4) (A) Face morphs used in Experiments 1 and 2. The stimuli 
consisted of grayscale image morphs based on 3 original female Ekman faces [S1] with neutral 
expressions, cropped by an oval aperture to remove the hairline. A set of 48 morphs was created between 
these identities, resulting in a face morph continuum of 147 faces. (B) Experiment 2 trial structure. The 
faces used in this experiment were a subset of those in panel (A), including original face A (#1), original 
face B (#50), and the 48 face morphs in between. The first face presented in each trial sequence was 
drawn from a subset of 26 faces taken from the center of the morph continuum and could range from face 
morph #13 to face #38. The second face in the sequence could differ from the first face by ±12, ±6, or 0 
face morph steps. Trials that fell in bins -12 and -6 had a first face that was more B-like relative to the 
second face, trials that fell in the 0 bin had identical first and second faces, and trials that fell in the +6 
and +12 bin had a first face that was more A-like relative to the second face. (C) Face morphs used in 
Experiment 3. We used grayscale image morphs based on 2 original neutral male faces across three 
different viewpoints (frontal, left, right), cropped by an oval to remove the hairline. A set of 48 morphs 
was created within each of the viewpoints, resulting in three sets of 50 face morphs. (D) Experiment 4 
stimuli. Grayscale image morphs were created from 3 original neutral female faces across two viewpoints 
(left and right), cropped by an oval to remove hairline. The identities shown here are similar to those 
actually used in the experiment, with permission obtained for reprint purposes. A set of 47 morphs was 
created within each of the viewpoints, resulting in two continuous sets of 144 face morphs.  
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Figure S2. (Related to Figure 1). (A-B) 2AFC experiment testing for memory confusion. It is possible 
that memory confusion, mistakenly reporting the 1-back face rather than the current face, could have 
contributed to the pattern of results in Experiment 1 (e.g., Figure 1). To determine whether subjects might 
have experienced memory confusion, and whether the probability of confusing the target and 1-back face 
changed with increasing similarity between those faces, we ran a control experiment that measured how 
often subjects mistakenly reported the 1-back target face rather than the current target face. The stimulus 
set, trial sequence, and timing were similar to that of Experiment 1b: on each trial, subjects saw a random 
face for 750 ms, followed by a 1000 ms noise mask and 250 ms fixation cross. Subjects then saw a blank 
screen for 2000 ms, followed by a screen displaying two faces—a target and a lure—one was randomly 
assigned to the left and the other to the right of fixation. Subjects indicated which face they had last seen 
(L or R) using the keyboard arrow keys. One of the comparison faces was always the current face (the 
target, a correct response), and the second comparison face (the lure) was either a random face (50% of 
trials) or the 1-back face (50% of trials; picking this 1-back face would constitute a memory confusion). 
The random lure faces served to establish a baseline for how often subjects made discrimination errors or 
made lapses. A subject may have mistakenly picked the 1-back lure face on a given trial (rather than the 
current target face) due to a discrimination error rather than a memory confusion; thus, it is important to 
have a baseline measure of discrimination error. We tested three subjects in this 2AFC experiment (all of 
whom had also participated in Experiment 1), and collapsed their data for subsequent analyses. Panel A 
shows percent correct (with 95% binomial confidence intervals) for trials with a random lure face, binned 
by the morph step difference between the target and lure faces (discrimination errors and lapses). Panel B 
shows percent correct for trials with a 1-back lure face, binned by the morph step difference between the 
target and lure faces (memory confusions). There was no significant difference in the distribution of 
errors obtained for trials with a random lure versus trials with a 1-back lure (panels A versus B; P = 0.25, 
permutation test), indicating that memory confusions per se were not common and that most errors were 
attributable to discrimination errors or lapses. (C-D) The precision of memory for current and 1-back 
faces. To measure the precision of subjects’ memory, we ran the same three subjects from the 2AFC 
experiment above (and Experiment 1) in a modified version of Experiment 1a. The procedure was 
identical to that of Experiment 1a, except that on a random and unpredictable 25% of trials, subjects were 
asked to match the adjustment face to the 1-back target face rather than the current target face. The 
histogram in panel C shows the error distribution (collapsed across subjects) for judgments of the current 
target face (75% of all responses), and the histogram in panel D shows the collapsed error distribution for 
judgments of the 1-back target face (25% of all trials). The standard deviation of the 1-back face error 
distribution is significantly larger than the standard deviation of the current face error distribution, 
indicating that subjects were less precise in their overall recollection of the 1-back faces (P < 0.001, 
permuted null distribution and Mann-Whitney U test). One might argue that, since subjects had to report 
the 1-back face on only 25% of the trials, the task became more difficult and resulted in broader error 
distributions for reporting the 1-back face. However, it is critical to note that in Experiment 1 and 4 
(Figure 1 and 4), subjects were not required to recall or report the 1-back face at all. Thus, by having 
subjects report the 1-back face on 25% of trials, the 1-back error distribution we measure here is 
conservatively narrow—likely more precise than the error distribution in Experiments 1 and 4 for the 1-
back face. (E) Memory confusion model. Although there was no significant bias to picking the 1-back 
face over a random face (no overall difference between panels A and B), we examined whether memory 
confusion could contribute to the pattern of results in Figure 1. For any bin in which subjects were more 
likely to choose a 1-back lure than a random lure (higher error rate in panel B than panel A), we 
attributed the excess errors to memory confusions (a lenient criterion for what counts as memory 
confusion), and used those values to constrain the memory model. Based on the difference between 
panels A and B, a total of 2.9% of responses could potentially be classified as memory confusions. To 
directly model the potential influence of memory confusions, we ran 5000 bootstrapped iterations where 
we randomly chose 1000 target faces per iteration and simulated method of adjustment responses to each 
target face based on the empirical error distribution in panel C. For the same 1000 random target face  



 
 
trials, we also simulated responses to each 1-back target face based on the 1-back error distribution in 
panel D (simulating responses subjects would give if they had experienced memory confusions). We then 
used this model to generate response data in which subjects experienced memory confusions on a portion 
of the trials. To do this, we took the 1000 simulated current target face responses and replaced a 
percentage of those with 1-back target face responses, based on the frequency of memory confusions per 
bin in the 2AFC experiment. That is, we used the memory confusion error rate to choose a corresponding 
proportion of randomly sampled trials from the 1-back error distribution. We then treated the resulting 
simulated data just as we had treated the empirical data from Figure 1, fitting a derivative of a Gaussian 
(DoG) curve to the combined simulation data and estimating the amplitude of the DoG curve. We 
repeated this fitting procedure for all iterations of the memory confusion model, with the amplitude 
estimate from each iteration reflecting the apparent serial dependence that might arise as a result of 
memory confusions. The histogram in panel E shows DoG amplitudes for 5000 simulation iterations. 
Without constraining the width of the DoG fits to that of the empirical fits from Experiment 1, 95% of 
the simulated DoG amplitudes were smaller than the empirical amplitude (red line). Constraining the 
width of the DoG simulations to within +/- 5 face morph steps of peak serial dependence (testing whether 
memory confusions could produce serial dependence of the same width and amplitude as we observed in 
Experiment 1), over 99% of the simulated amplitudes were lower than the empirical amplitude. Finally, 
even when an unrealistically large proportion of errors are classified as memory confusions (50% of the 
errors in panel B), over 97% of the simulated amplitudes were smaller than the empirical amplitude. 
Thus, although there could be a small contribution of memory confusion to our results, the constellation 
of results here shows that memory confusion cannot completely account for the serial dependence of face 
perception. (F) One example memory confusion simulation. One example simulated data set, with a DoG 
amplitude of ~1.5 - significantly less than the empirical amplitude. This simulated amplitude is one of the 
5000 iterations in panel E. 
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Figure S3. (Related to Figure 2 and 3) (A) Data from each subject for Experiment 2. Abscissa shows 
the identity of the first face relative to the second face. Trials that fell in bins -12 and -6 on the x-axis had 
a first face that was more B-like relative to the second face, trials that fell in the 0 bin had identical first 
and second faces, and trials that feel in the +6 and +12 bins had a first face that was more A-like relative 
to the second face. The ordinate shows the proportion of first faces that were chosen as being more A-
like. The red data consists of all trials with 1-back first faces that were more “A”-like and the blue data 
consists of all trials with 1-back first faces that were more “B”-like. Asterisk indicates significance at the 
0.05 level; P-values are based on each subject’s permuted null distribution. (B) Data for each subject 
from Experiment 3. The format of the graphs is the same as in panel (A). Experiment	  3	  was	  identical	  to	  
Experiment	  2,	  except	  sequential	  trials	  always	  contained	  a	  different	  viewpoint.	  The	  first	  and	  second	  
face	  within	  a	  trial	  were	  always	  viewed	  from	  the	  same	  angle.	  Four	  of	  six	  individual	  subjects	  showed	  
a	  significant	  shift	  in	  their	  psychometric	  functions	  based	  on	  the	  identity	  shown	  in	  the	  previous	  trial,	  
with	  the	  remaining	  2	  subjects	  showing	  a	  trend	  in	  the	  same	  direction. (C) Response hysteresis 
simulation for Experiment 3. The 2IFC design of Experiments 2 and 3 was designed to disentangle 
perceptual serial dependence from hysteresis in subjects’ responses. Nonetheless, we conducted a 
simulation to test whether repetition of responses could have produced the serial dependence we 
observed in Experiments 2 and 3. For each subject’s trial sequence presented in Experiment 3, we 
simulated responses with various proportions of response hysteresis. For example, to generate 10% 
response hysteresis, 90% of trials (randomly chosen) had correct responses and the remaining 10% of 
trials repeated the 1-back response. For correct trials where subjects saw the same first and second face, 
we assigned a response at random. We then computed the amplitude of serial dependence within the 
simulated response sequence, and repeated this analysis 1000 times in order to generate bootstrapped 
confidence intervals at each proportion of hysteresis. At 80% and greater response hysteresis, the 
simulated responses became too noisy to reliably fit with psychometric functions. No amount of response 
hysteresis produced significant serial dependence, indicating that response hysteresis could not be 
responsible for the perceptual serial dependence we observed in Experiments 2 and 3. (D) Perceptual 
serial dependence reduces sensitivity. Here we show example data from subject 2 in Experiment 2 with 
A-previous and B-previous psychometric functions collapsed (black curve). By definition, when the 
psychometric functions in Experiments 2 and 3 that are separated by trial type (e.g., blue and red 
functions) are collapsed, they yield a shallower single function compared to the average slope of the two 
logistic functions separately. That is, subjects’ sensitivity in Experiments 2 and 3 was higher when 
computed separately for trials with different 1-back face identities versus when computed on collapsed 
data from all trial types (p < 0.001, permuted group null, n=12). This consistent shift in PSE when 
separating responses based on trial-type indicates that the reduced sensitivity is an important perceptual 
consequence of serial dependence. While perceptual priming leads to an improvement in sensitivity and 
performance, our results actually show the opposite effect: the perceived identity of a face was 
misperceived as being more similar to a previous face, which actually reduced overall sensitivity to 
stimulus difference.



SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 
General Methods 
 
For all experiments, faces were centered on a white background and overlaid with a central 
fixation cross. Subjects viewed stimuli at a distance of 56 cm on a monitor with a resolution 
of 1024 x 768 and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Subjects used a keyboard or mouse for all 
responses. 
 
All experimental procedures were approved the by UC Berkeley Institutional Review Board. 
Participants were affiliates of UC Berkeley and provided written informed consent before 
participation. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and all except one 
were naïve to the purpose of the experiment.  
 
Experiment 1a & 1b 
Subjects. Five subjects (4 female; age = 24-32 years) participated in Experiment 1a and four 
subjects (4 female; age = 18-31) participated in Experiment 1b. One of the subjects in 
Experiment 1b was not naïve to the experiment, and one of the subjects participated in both 
Experiment 1a and 1b.  
 
Stimuli and procedure. We used a set of 147 Caucasian female faces with neutral expressions 
(Figure S1A), which were generated from three original Ekman identities [S1] using Morph 
2.5 (Gryphon Software). Each presented face subtended 5.9 x 7.3 degrees of visual angle. 
During the experiment, subjects were tested on their ability to identify randomly chosen target 
faces with a method of adjustment (MOA) task. We measured subjects’ identification errors 
on the MOA task to determine whether a subject’s perception of each target identity was 
influenced by previously seen target identities.   
 
Experiment 1a 
On each trial, a random target face was presented for 750 ms, followed by a 1000 ms noise 
mask of randomly shuffled black and white pixels, to reduce afterimages, and then a 250 ms 
fixation cross prior to the response (Figure 1A). Subjects then saw a test screen containing a 
random adjustment face, which they adjusted to match the target face. After picking a match 
face, subjects saw a 1000 ms noise mask followed by a 1000 ms fixation cross before the next 
trial began. Here, we use the terms “target face” to mean the face that subjects tried to match, 
“adjustment face” to denote the randomly-selected face used as the starting point for matching 
the target, and “match face” for the face that subjects selected as most similar to the target 
face. The experiment was self-paced and subjects were allowed to take as much time as 
necessary to respond. We recorded responses based on the numerical value of the match face 
along the morph continuum, with possible values ranging from 1 to 147. Four subjects each 
completed 540 trials, and one subject completed 624 trials. 
 
Experiment 1b 
In order to rule out any potential biases due to previous motor responses, four additional 
subjects completed a version of the experiment where half of the trials, selected randomly, did 
not require a response. Subjects instead saw a surprise blank screen for 2000 ms during the 



response period, followed by the next trial. Each of the subjects in the no-response condition 
completed 2382 total trials over 5-6 sessions.  
 
Memory confusion experiments  
2AFC 
To determine whether subjects might be experiencing memory confusion, and whether the 
probability of confusing the target and 1-back face changes with increasing similarity between 
those faces, we ran a control experiment that measured how often subjects mistakenly 
reported the 1-back target face rather than the current target face (Figure S2A & B). The 
stimulus set, trial sequence, and timing were similar to that of Experiment 1b: on each trial, 
subjects saw a random face for 750 ms, followed by a 1000 ms noise mask and 250 ms 
fixation cross. Subjects then saw a blank screen for 2000 ms, followed by a screen displaying 
two faces—a target and a lure—one was randomly assigned to the left and the other to the 
right of fixation. Subjects indicated which face they had last seen (L or R) using the keyboard 
arrow keys. One of the comparison faces was always the current face (the target, and thus, a 
correct response), and the second comparison face (the lure) was either a random face (50% of 
trials) or the 1-back face (50% of trials; picking this 1-back face would constitute a memory 
confusion). The random lure faces served to establish a baseline for how often subjects made 
discrimination errors or lapses. We tested three subjects in this 2AFC experiment (all of 
whom also participated in Experiment 1), and collapsed their data for subsequent analyses. 
Two subjects completed 500 trials over two sessions, and one subject completed 300 trials in 
one session.  
 
MOA 
To measure the precision of subjects’ memory for the current and 1-back faces, we ran the 
same three subjects from the 2AFC experiment above (and Experiment 1) in a modified 
version of Experiment 1a (Figure S2C & D). The procedure was identical to that of 
Experiment 1a, except that on a random and unpredictable 25% of trials, subjects were asked 
to match the adjustment face to the 1-back target face rather than the current target face. The 
histogram in Figure S2C shows the error distribution (collapsed across subjects) for 
judgments of the current target face (75% of all responses), and the histogram in Figure S2D 
shows the collapsed error distribution for judgments of the 1-back target face (25% of all 
trials). Two subjects completed 250 trials in one session, and one subject completed 300 trials 
over two sessions.  
 
Analysis. Identification error was computed as the shortest distance along the morph wheel 
between the match face and the target face. Identification error was compared to the 
difference in target face identities between the current and previous trial, computed as the 
shortest distance along the morph wheel between the previous target face (1-back) and the 
current target face.  Trials were considered lapses and excluded if errors exceeded +/- 60 
morph units (3.5 standard deviations from mean on average, less than 5% of data excluded) or 
if the response time was longer than 10 seconds. We fit a simplified Gaussian derivative 
(DoG) to each subject’s data of the form: 

! = !"#$%!(!")! 



where parameter y is identification error on each trial (match face – current target face), x is 
the difference along the wheel between the current and 1-back target face (1-back target face – 
current target face),  a is half the peak-to-trough amplitude of the derivative-of-Gaussian, b 
scales the width of the Gaussian derivative, and c is a constant, 2 !!!.!, which scales the 
curve to make the a parameter equal to the peak amplitude (Figure 1B). We fit the Gaussian 
derivative using constrained nonlinear minimization of the residual sum of squares.  
 
For each subject’s data, we generated confidence intervals by calculating a bootstrapped 
distribution of the model-fitting parameter values by resampling the data with replacement 
10,000 times [S2]. On each iteration, we fit a new DoG to obtain a bootstrapped half-
amplitude and width for each subject. We used the half amplitude of the DoG, the a parameter 
in the above equation, to measure the degree to which subjects’ reports of face identity were 
pulled in the direction of n-back face identities. If subjects’ perception of face identity was 
repelled by the 1-back face (e.g., because of a negative aftereffect; [S3, S4]) or not influenced 
by the 1-back face (because of independent, bias-free perception on each trial), then the half-
amplitude of the DoG should be negative or close to zero, respectively.  
 
In order to calculate significance, we also generated a null distribution of half amplitude (a) 
values for each subject using a permutation analysis. We randomly shuffled each subject’s 
response errors relative to the difference between the current and 1-back target face and 
recalculated the DoG fit for each iteration of the shuffled data. We ran this procedure for 
10,000 iterations in order to generate a within-subject null distribution of half amplitude 
values. P-values were calculated by computing the proportion of half amplitudes in each 
subject’s null distribution that were greater than or equal to the observed half amplitude. To 
test significance at the group level, we chose a random a parameter value index (without 
replacement) from each subject’s null distribution and averaged those values across all five 
subjects. We repeated this procedure for 10,000 iterations in order to generate a group null 
distribution of average half amplitude values, and calculated the p-value as described above. 

 
Experiment 2 
Subjects. Six subjects (3 female; age = 23-30 years) participated in the experiment. One of the 
subjects was not naïve to the experiment, and two of the subjects had participated in 
Experiment 1. One subject became unavailable after one run of the experiment and was only 
included in the group analysis.  
 
Stimuli and procedure. We used a subset of 50 female faces from the 147 female face morphs 
used in Experiment 1. This subset of faces consisted of two original female identities, Face A 
(#1) and Face B (#50), and the 48 morphs between them (Figure S1A). Each face was 
presented in an oval aperture to mask out the hairline and subtended 5.9 x 7.3 degrees of 
visual angle. Noise was added to the faces to increase difficulty by randomly replacing 5-10% 
of the pixels in the entire image with black or white pixels.  
 
Before beginning the experiment, subjects were trained to recognize Face A and Face B. 
During training, subjects were initially shown each face, with a label, and then tested on their 
recall through 30 randomized trials (15 trials per face). During the randomized trials, subjects 
were shown either Face A or Face B and had to respond by correctly identifying which face 



they were shown. If subjects did not get at least 90% of trials correct (27/30), they had to 
repeat the training phase.  
 
Immediately after training, subjects began the main experiment. Participants were shown a 
sequence of two faces in each trial, and they had to decide which of the two looked more 
similar to Face A (much like a two-interval-forced-choice [2IFC] task). The initial face 
presented in each trial sequence, “first face,” was drawn from a subset of 26 faces from the 50 
faces used in this experiment. These 26 faces were taken from the center of the morph 
continuum and could range from face morph #13 to face #38. The following face in the trial 
sequence, “second face,” could differ from the first face by ±12, ±6, or 0 face morphs. Trials 
that fell in bins -12 and -6 had a first face that was more B-like relative to the second face, 
trials that fell in the 0 bin had identical first and second faces, and trials that fell in the +6 and 
+12 bin had a first face that was more A-like relative to the second face (Figure S1B). The 
second face could range anywhere along the morph continuum between Face A and Face B, 
while the first face was limited to the center of the continuum. Within a trial, the likelihood of 
the first face being A- or B-like relative to the second face was randomized.  
 
The first face was presented for 1000 ms, followed by a 1000 ms noise mask and 250 ms 
fixation cross. The second face was presented for 500 ms followed by a 1000 ms noise mask 
(Figure 2A). Subjects responded by identifying which of the two faces looked more similar to 
Face A by pressing “1” for the first face or “2” for the second face, followed by a 1500 ms 
fixation cross before the next trial. Four subjects completed 820 trials over two runs, one 
subject completed 1230 trials over three runs, and one subject became unavailable after one 
run of 410 trials, but the inclusion of their data had no impact on the group effects.  
 
Analysis. Trials were sorted into one of two groups: B-previous or A-previous. Group 
membership was determined by comparing the position in the morph continuum of the current 
trial first face to that of the 1-back first face (Figure 2A). Trials for which the 1-back first face 
was closer to Face A along the morph continuum were labeled as “A-previous” trials and 
trials for which the 1-back first face was more similar to Face B were labeled as “B-previous” 
trials.  Each subject saw an equal number of A-previous and B-previous trials, but 
presentation order was shuffled. Once we separated a subject’s data into two groups, we fit a 
separate psychometric function to A-previous and B-previous trials using the following 
logistic equation:  
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where xt is the difference between the first and second face for trial t (i.e., -12, -6, 0, 6, or 12), 
parameter a scales with the slope, and b is the point of subjective equality (PSE) . 
  
We generated confidence intervals by calculating a bootstrapped distribution of model-fitting 
parameter values. Within each trial type and bin, we resampled the data with replacement for 
10,000 iterations and fit a new psychometric function on each iteration [S2]. We then 
computed the difference between “A-previous” and “B-previous” bootstrapped b (PSE) values 
in order to generate a distribution of PSE differences. To test for significance, we ran a 
permutation analysis where we shuffled the ‘A-previous’ and ‘B-previous’ labels within each 



of the five bins. We then recalculated logistic curve fits for the new, randomly assigned A-
previous and B-previous trials and computed the difference in PSE between the new 
parameters. We ran this procedure for 10,000 iterations in order to generate a within-subject 
null distribution of difference scores. We calculated a p-value by computing the proportion of 
difference values in each subject’s null distribution that were greater than or equal to the 
observed difference between curves.  
 
To calculate the just noticeable difference (JND) for this set of face morphs, we collapsed 
each subject’s A-previous and B-previous psychometric functions (Figure S3A) into one set 
of data and fit that data with a single logistic function. We then found the x values at which 
the logistic curve passed through 25% and 75% on the y-axis, and calculated the JND by 
taking half of the absolute difference between these two x values. The resulting JND was 
about 4.5 face morph steps between these female faces.  
 
In order to determine whether the 1-back second face also pulled subjects’ perception, we fit 
several lagged logistic regression models to each subject’s data and determined which model 
best predicted subjects’ responses. Each successive model tested whether considering another 
face further back in the past explained significantly more variance in subjects’ responses 
compared to a model without that face. Each subject’s data was fit using the following logistic 
function: 
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where α is a constant, Xt is the position on the linear face continuum of the first face of trial t, 
X(t-i) is the position on the face continuum of the ith-back first or second face, and Offsett is the 
difference between the first and second face for trial t (i.e., -12, -6, 0, 6, or 12). Each lag was 
calculated as the difference between the current trial first face and the ith-back face, i.e. Lag 1: 
(1-back second face – current first face); Lag 2: (1-back first face – current first face); Lag 3: 
(2-back second face – current face), and added to the model in a stepwise manner. A negative 
lag value indicated that the ith-back face was closer to Face A (#1) compared to the current 
first face. To select the best model for each subject’s data, we implemented a stepwise 
procedure where we tested significance of each additional lag using AIC [S5]. Once the 
highest order lag no longer decreased the model AIC, we stopped adding additional ith-back 
face differences.  
 
We ran an F-test to determine whether the model with the highest order significant lag had a 
significantly better fit to the data compared to a model with no lags added (i.e. only including 
the difference between the first and second face on the current trial as a predictor). 
 
Experiment 3 
Subjects. Six subjects (3 female; age = 24-36 years) participated in the experiment. One of the 
subjects was not naïve to the experiment, and three of the subjects had participated in 
Experiment 2.  
 



Stimuli and procedure. We used grayscale image morphs based on 2 original neutral male 
faces across three different viewpoints (frontal, left, right), cropped by an oval to remove the 
hairline (Figure S1C). Each presented face subtended 5.64 x 7.47 degrees of visual angle. We 
randomly replaced 5% of the pixels in each image with black or white pixels in order to 
increase difficulty by reducing small features that might be diagnostic markers of a given 
identity.  
 
The procedure for Experiment 3 was identical to that of Experiment 2, except subjects were 
trained on the two original male face identities, Face A and Face B, within each of the three 
possible viewpoints (Figure S1C).  
 
During the main experiment, subjects were shown the first face for 1000 ms, followed by a 
1000 ms noise mask and a 250 ms fixation cross. They then saw the second face for 500 ms 
followed by a 1000 ms noise mask (Figure 3A). Subjects had to indicate which of the two 
faces looked more similar to male Face A, after which they saw a fixation dot for 1500 ms. 
No two sequential trials contained the same viewpoint, but the target and comparison face 
(within a single trial) were always viewed from the same angle. Six subjects completed 820 
trials over two runs. 
 
Analysis. Experiment 3 had identical logistic equation fitting, bootstrap, and permutation 
analysis as in Experiment 2. 
 
Experiment 4 
Subjects. Five subjects (4 female; age = 18-37 years) participated in the experiment. One of 
the subjects was not naïve to the experiment, and three of the subjects had participated in 
Experiment 1.  
 
Stimuli and procedure. We used a continuum of 144 Caucasian female faces with neutral 
expressions (Figure S1D), which were generated from three original identities across two 
different viewpoints (left- and right-facing profile), cropped by an oval to remove the hairline. 
Each presented face subtended 5.9 x 7.3 degrees of visual angle. During the experiment, 
subjects were tested on their ability to identify randomly chosen target faces with a method of 
adjustment (MOA) task. The procedure for Experiment 4 was identical to that of Experiment 
1, except subjects were trained on the three original female face identities within each of the 
two possible viewpoints (Figure S1D).  
 
During training, subjects were familiarized with Face A, B, and C in each of the two 
viewpoints. Subjects were initially shown each face turned to the right, with a label, and then 
tested on recall through 30 randomized trials (10 trials per face). During the randomized trials, 
subjects were shown one of the three faces and had to respond by correctly identifying which 
face they were viewing. If subjects did not get at least 90% of trials correct (27/30), they had 
to repeat the training phase. The same training procedure was then repeated for the left-facing 
identities.  
 
During the main experiment, a random target face was presented for 750 ms, followed by a 
1000 ms noise mask of randomly shuffled black and white pixels, to reduce afterimages, and 



then a 250 ms fixation cross prior to the response (Figure 4A). Subjects then saw a test screen 
containing a random adjustment face, which they adjusted to match the target face. 
Importantly, no two sequential trials contained the same viewpoint, but the target and 
adjustment face (within a single trial) were always viewed from the same angle.  
 
Analysis. Experiment 4 had identical DoG fitting, bootstrap, and permutation analysis as in 
Experiment 1. 
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